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• History of Modern Turkey  
• Late period of the Ottoman Empire and 
• Establishment of Turkish Republic.

• This course will be dealing with topics to understand the Ottoman
Empire, its collapse and foundation of the new republic.

• The main focus will be on the Ottoman Reforms at the second half of
the 19th Century, the collapse of the Empire and Turkish Independence
War.

• The military, political and organizational background of the
Independence War will be studied.

• The reforms and principles of Ataturk will be examined.

The scope of the course
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Aims of this course
• To understand Turkish National Struggle appropriately.

• The Independence War

• To give comprehensive information about Ataturk and Turkish Revolution.
• How the reforms were made.

• To explain Kemalist ideology
• Based on Science

• Our true mentor in life is science (Hayatta en hakiki mürşit ilimdir)

• To convey process of modern Turkish history for next generations properly.
• How the republic was proclaimed.

• To express internal and external threats for future of Turkey.
• What are targets of external enemies?

• Example of Sevres Treaty of 1920
• What are targets of internal dangers?

• Some fundamental activities
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Treaty of Sèvres
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Course learning outcomes
• The students will be able to learn meaning and benefits of historical researches.
• The students will be able to learn the pre‐modern Ottoman history in general.
• The students will be able to evaluate Ottoman history within European 
modernization process.

• The students will be able to evaluate 19th century Ottoman history within the 
context of reform efforts.

• The students will understand and evaluate today in relation to the history of 
Ottoman Empire and modern Turkey.

• The students will be able to learn establishment of Turkish Republic.
• The students will be able to learn reforms and principles of Ataturk which were 
carried out early period of modern Turkey. 
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Characteristics of Turkish Revolution 
• It is a people’s movement

• National struggle
• Destruction of the existing regime

• Abolition of the Sultanate and Proclamation of the Republic
• It is an attempt to re-establish a new system

• Revolutions made (Alphabet Law, Dress Law, Civil Law
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Some basic concepts
• İnkılâp (revolution, devrim)

• İnkılap covers İhtilal

• Meşrutiyet (constitutional monarchy, şartlı monarşi)
• Tekâmül (evolution, evrim)
• Islâhat (reform, yenilik)
• Askeri Darbe (coup d’etat)

• Askeri müdahale (military intervention) 
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Revolution
• İnkılâp (revolution, devrim)

• A change in the way a country is governed, usually to a different political
system and often using violence or war.

• A forcible overthrow of a government or social order, in favor of a new
system

• There is an old system which is against the spirit of time.
• There is a sudden action such as rebellion
• Using violence
• At the end, there is a regime change, and a new order and system

• Radical change

• The French Revolution changed France from a monarchy to a republic.
• The Turkish Revolution changed Turkey from constitutional monarchy to a 
republic. 
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George Washington Vladimir Lenin 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk  
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• Stages of Revolution
• Preparation or Thought Stage

• Intellectuals, writers and 
journalists prepare community 
with their speeches, articles and 
writings for any radical change.

• Turkish Alphabet Revolution or 
Dress Revolution

• Action Stage
• Conflicts, revolts, wars 

• Turkish Independence War 

• Radical Change Stage 
• Declaration of new regime 

• Abolition of the Sultanate and 
proclamation of the republic

French Revolution
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The October (Bolshevik) 
Revolution of 1917 in Russia
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• Meşrûtiyet (constitutional monarchy, şartlı monarşi)
• A system of government in which a country is ruled by a king,

sultan and queen whose power is limited by a written or
unwritten constitution (customary law).

• A system of government in which a king or queen is head of
state, but laws are made and put into effect by a legislature, or a
country that has this system of government.

• In constitutional monarchies the ruler holds his position by
heredity, but there exists also a constitution, which defines the
distribution of powers among the branches that compose the
government and fixes the limits of authority vested in each.

Constitutional Monarchy
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Opening ceremony of the chamber of deputies, Dolmabahce Palace, 1876

Meclis‐i Mebusan
(Lower House‐Chamber of Deputies) 
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Ottoman Constitution: Kanun‐i Esasi, 
Fundamental Law 

Abdul Hamid IIOttoman Constitution
of 1876
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Meclis-i Âyan Hall, Cemile Sultan Palace

Meclis‐i Ayan (Upper House‐Senate) 
• Lower House + Upper House : General

Assembly of Ottoman Empire
• or

• Chamber of Deputies + Senate :
General Assembly of Ottoman Empire

• or in Turkish

• Meclis-i Mebusan (Millet Meclisi) +
Meclis-i Ayan (Senato): Osmanlı Genel
Meclisi

Ottoman System had Bicameral Legislature
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• Tekâmül (evolution, evrim)
• a gradual process of change and 
development

• a process of gradual, peaceful, 
progressive change or 
development, as in social or 
economic structure or 
institutions.

• The Evolution of language
• The Evolution of modern art

• Islahat (reform, yenilik)
• Make changes in (something, especially an
institution or practice) in order to improve it

• Modernization desiring to consolidate
social, political and economic foundations
of the State

• As Ottoman Tanzimat and Islahat Fermanı
• Not radical transformation

• So, it is not a revolution

• Briefly, reforms are made by the ruling elites
of time to solve problems and prevent a radical
transformation like revolution.

Evolution and Reform 
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Mustafa Resit Pasha, the 
principal architect of the Imperial 

Edict of Gulhane of 1839 
(Tanzimat Fermanı)

Mehmet Fuat Pasha Mehmet Emin Pasha the principal 
architect of the Imerial Edict of 1856 

(Islahat Fermanı)
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• Edict of Gulhane of 1839-
Tanzimat Fermanı

• For Turkish text CLICK

Sultan Abdülmecid 
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Coup d'état  
• Askeri Darbe (coup d'état)

• A coup d'état or overthrow is an illegal and overt seizure of a state
by the military or other elites within the state apparatus.

• Coup d'état is made against the ruling government and government
is forcibly removed from administration.

• Coup d'état can be carried out within the chain of command as well
as by the junta, a group of officers, within the army.

• 27 May 1960 coup d'état was carried out by a junta
• 12 September 1980 coup d'état was carried out within the chain of

command.
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The innocent Turkish statesmen were executed after coup of 27 May 1960: 
Prime Minister Adnan Menderes, Foreign Minister Fatin Rüştü Zorlu and Finance Minister Hasan Polatkan
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What is History?
• History is the study of the past through the
archives, memoirs, ruins and all other remnants
of previous civilizations and societies, by
considering the conditions, correlations, causes
and results of historical records as well.

• History provides the foundations of national
identity and culture which enable the survival of
the modern nation‐state, by forming and
strengthening the ties among the imagined
communities.

• History repeats itself.
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The Ottoman Empire: An Overview 
• A frontier principality (Beylik) circa
1300 in Asia Minor, Anatolia.

• 1453, Istanbul

• The Turkish Empire.

Beyliks and other states
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• Osman Gazi
• Fought against the Byzantine Empire

• Orhan Gazi, Bursa
• Thanks to Sucesses and Trade

• the support of Turkish migrant tribes and obtained a wider source of soldiers.

• Transition to Europe and conquests
• Lands of Bulgaria and Greece

• The Fall of the Byzantium Empire, formerly Constantinople
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Ottoman Ruling System   
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State Organization of the Empire during classical period
Sultan

Divan‐ı Hümayun

Military Elite Administrative Elite Religious Elite

Military Officers Civil bureaucrats Religion, law and education 
bureaucrats 

Undertake 
administrative and 
military duties

Carry out correspondence 
and finance Works 

Undertake supervision of 
administration, education and 

judicial affairs

Representatives are 
viziers and admiral in 

chief

Nisanci (Sealer) and 
defterdar

(as Finance Minister)

Seyhulislam (grand mufti) and 
kazaskers (chief judge)
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Old Trade Routes

The Silk Road (red) and the Spice Road
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Well known Ottoman Sultans

The entry of Mehmed the Conqueror 
(1432-1481) into Constantinople

Selim the Resolute (1470-1520) Suleiman the Magnificent,
or Suleiman the Lawgiver

(1494-1566)


